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 Year R – Spring 1 2023 

 
Superheroes 

 

Communication and 
Language 
- Listening, attention 
and understanding 
- Speaking 

- Interviewing a Superhero; what is your special power? Who/what have you rescued? 
- Explain how to dress as a  Superhero/carry out a rescue, then write instructions 
- Retelling stories using Superhero puppets 
- Creating a Superhero den 
- Superhero advert EG Stuck in a lift? Not sure what to do? Then call Mighty Man! I can 

fly as fast as a jet to get to you pronto and use my super strength arm muscles to pull 
the lift door open in a Nano second! 

- When I grow up I’d like to be… 

Key texts Supertato by Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet (Hook – Box of Superhero items) 
A Superhero Like You by Dr Ranj and Real Superheroes by Julia Seal (Hook – Box used 
previously for Superhero items but items replaced with things that ‘key workers’ use) 

Phonics Phase 3 sounds 
 

Literacy 
- Comprehension 
- Word Reading 
- Writing 

- Draw and label own Superhero. Write description 
- Speech bubbles and captions of Supertato characters 
- Superhero passport 
- Free the Evil Pea writing 
- Recount of rescue 
- Design and label healthy lunchbox 
- Make a Superhero book 
- My Superhero (in real life) is…because 
- When I grow up I would like to be… 
- Design and label a Superhero outfit 
- Write a message to your ‘real life’ Superhero (Thankyou and/or well done) 
- Write questions to ask ‘real life’ Superheroes 

Mathematics 
- Number 
- Numerical 

patterns  

- Number of the week 
- Comparing height of buildings (Skyline) Order numbers 
- Weigh Superhero weights and order from heaviest to lightest, balance, lightest to 

heaviest 
- Sequence Superhero event; first, then, next… 
- Supertato’s week (Days of the week) 
- Shape of the week 
- Number blocks  
- Tower block counting 

Physical development 
- Gross motor skills 
- Fine motor skills 

- Superhero obstacle course (Time how long it takes to complete) 
- Superhero workout 
- Gymnastics 
- Building a Superhero Den 

Personal, social and 
emotional 
development 
- Self-regulation 
- Managing self 
- Building 

relationships 

- Good manners 
- Friendships and interactions with people 
- Healthy eating 
- What would your superpower be? 
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 Year R – Spring 1  2023 
Superheroes 

 

Understanding the 
world  
- Past and present 
- People, culture 

and communities 
- The natural world 

- Recycling (link to refuse collector – ‘real life’ superhero) 
- Helping other people around the world – link to current event happening (locate 

places on a map and look at their culture) 
- Looking after the planet/environment; be a recycling superhero 
- Jobs that people to do to help others 
- RE: Celebration/new life 

Expressive arts and 
design 
- Creating with 
materials 
- Being imaginative 
and expressive 

- Portrait of a superhero (pastels) 
- Junk modelling of a machine to help someone/improve the planet 
- Superhero masks, wristbands and props 
- Make a vehicle for Supertato 
- Painting vegetable characters from Supertatao 
- Vegetable printing 
- Modelling using mashed potato 
- Make Potato characters 
- Create a trap for evil pea 
- Superhero songs 
- Create a collage plate of a healthy meal 
- Easter craft: cards, egg painting, 3d daffodils… 

Visits/Visitors - ‘Real life’ superheroes (Nurse, Doctor, Bin man, Scientist, Paramedic…) 

Safeguarding - Calling people for help; who do I call in an emergency? 
- Children to know own address and phone number of parent 

 


